Mrs. Stewart's Reading Homework

I expect you to read daily, at home, for AT LEAST 30 minutes, fill out a Reading Log and have a parent/guardian sign it, and then write one paragraph in your Literacy binder, in the homework section, responding to a prompt we have given you for that week or that day. You are expected to read Monday – Thursday nights and one more time (your choice of when) during the weekend.

Grading for both the Log and the Journal:

\[ \sqrt{+} = 5 \text{ points} \]
\[ \sqrt{=} = 3 \text{ points} \]
\[ \sqrt{-} = 1 \text{ point} \]

Each day you can earn 10 points maximum. Every ten days, you get a number grade. This grade will add up to your overall homework grade.

Reading Log: \[\sqrt{+}\] All parts are filled out and signed by parent/guardian/older sibling (must be 18 years old or older)

\[ \sqrt{ } \quad \text{You are missing one part of your log} \]
\[ \sqrt{-} \quad \text{You are missing two parts of your log} \]
\[ 0 \quad \text{You have more than two parts not filled out or no log at all} \]

Reading Journal: \[\sqrt{+}\] You have a complete heading (see below), your Title (underlined) and Author, and a paragraph (5-7 sentences) responding to our prompt.

\[ \sqrt{ } \quad \text{You are missing one part of your heading or missing your Title or Author or have only four sentences.} \]
\[ \sqrt{-} \quad \text{You are missing more than one part of your heading or missing both your Title or Author or have three or less sentences.} \]
\[ 0 \quad \text{You have hardly completed anything or no journal at all} \]

If your homework is one day late, unless it is an excused absence, it goes down one grade. After that, it is a zero.

Heading example:

Student complete name and # \[\text{Date}\]
Class 6-504, am or pm \[\text{Reading HW}\]